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ABSTRACT

1

Blockchain-based Distributed Ledgers (DLs) promise to transform
the existing financial system by making it truly democratic. In the
past decade, blockchain technology has seen many novel applications ranging from the banking industry to real estate. However, in
order to be adopted universally, blockchain systems must be scalable to support a high volume of transactions. As we increase the
throughput of the DL system, the underlying peer-to-peer network
might face multiple levels of challenges to keep up with the requirements. Due to varying network capacities, the slower nodes would
be at a relative disadvantage compared to the faster ones, which
could negatively impact their revenue. In order to quantify their
relative advantage or disadvantage, we introduce two measures of
network fairness, 𝑝 𝑓 , the probability of frontrunning and 𝛼 𝑓 , the
publishing fairness. We show that as we scale the blockchain, both
these measures deteriorate, implying that the slower nodes face a
disadvantage at higher throughputs. It results in the faster nodes
getting more than their fair share of the reward while the slower
nodes (slow in terms of network quality) get less. Thus, fairness
and scalability in blockchain systems do not go hand in hand.
In a setting with rational miners, lack of fairness causes miners
to deviate from the “longest chain rule” or undercut, which would
reduce the blockchain’s resilience against byzantine adversaries.
Hence, fairness is not only a desirable property for a blockchain
system but also essential for the security of the blockchain and
any scalable blockchain protocol proposed must ensure fairness.

Blockchain-based Distributed Ledgers (DLs) promise to transform
the existing financial system. The idea behind such a transformation is to replace centralized institutions that govern the system
by a decentralized peer-to-peer network of nodes. The key idea behind a DL system is that it offers the right incentives to the nodes
to act honestly according to the blockchain protocol’s rules. Thus,
any node can voluntarily choose to participate in the system and
incur a computational cost in the expectation of being rewarded. If
a decentralized system is not fair, i.e., the nodes do not receive proportionate incentives, they will prefer not to join the system [3, 5].
Consequently, the system will not remain democratic and decentralized if it excludes some nodes. Although the fairness properties
that we describe appear to be healthy for current blockchain systems, they deteriorate quickly as we scale the system.
Overview Although cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum
are quite popular today, they still lag behind centralized payment
systems like Visa in terms of transaction rates and time to finality. As of February 2021, Bitcoin’s and Ethereum’s network processes an average of 3-4 and 10 transactions per second (TPS), respectively. In contrast, Visa’s global payment system handled a
reported 1,700 TPS [6]. For a cryptocurrency to be adopted universally, it must be able to scale to process transactions at much
higher throughput, i.e., TPS rate. Hence, blockchain protocols must
be scalable to be suitable for widespread adoption.
We consider a setting in which nodes are honest and show that
disparities in the connection to the peer-to-peer network can make
the system unfair. In such a case, nodes with a better connection
will be able to grab a larger share of the reward while those with
slower connections might lose out. We show that this disparity
becomes significant as we increase the throughput of the system.
In literature, it is typically assumed that all the nodes have equal
access to the network, albeit with some finite delay. However, this
is seldom the case in practice where some nodes may have better
network connections than others. For the first time, we introduce
asymmetry in modeling network connections by assuming different delays for different nodes. Hence, faster nodes would have
shorter delays, while slower nodes would have longer delays which
in turn results in asymmetry in the rewards collected by these
nodes. We define two new measures of fairness that try to quantify this disparity and show that they deteriorate when we increase
the throughput of the blockchain. We also discuss possible behavior that a lack of network fairness could elicit from rational nodes
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Hash Function, each of which may be successful with probability
𝑝. At the boundaries of rounds, the nodes can communicate with
𝑖 and 𝜙 𝑖 are the fraction of network
their neighboring nodes. If 𝜙𝐴
𝐵
th
accepting A and B at the 𝑖 round and 𝐻 be the total hashrate of
the network. Then, 𝛼 𝑓 can be approximated by Theorem 2.2.

and show that their behavior could potentially hurt the stability
of the system and reduce the effective throughput of the system.
This could have adverse effect on the resilience of the blockchain
against byzantine adversaries, making it less secure. Hence, even
though we scale the system to increase the throughput, we might
not find much practical advantage due to these issues. Thus, the
potential of blockchain technology may be hindered by the limitations of the underlying networking infrastructure.

2

TheoRem 2.2 (AppRoximation of 𝛼 𝑓 ).
𝛼𝑓 =

DIFFERENT NOTIONS OF FAIRNESS

In this paper, we analyze network fairness and establish measures
independent of the computational power of the nodes we are comparing. Hence, we base our definitions on network events. We introduce two measures of fairness based on network events associated with broadcasting a transaction and broadcasting a block.
Frontrunning (𝑝 𝑓 ) (in this context) occurs when a node confirms
a transaction before someone else hears about the transaction. We
measure 𝑝 𝑓 , the probability of this event happening between two
fractions of the network. To capture it more formally, we denote
𝑀 as the probability of the frontrunning between the top 𝑀
{𝑝 𝑓 }𝑚
percentile and the bottom 1 − 𝑚 percentile of nodes in terms of
network delays, i.e., the probability that some node in the top 𝑀
percentile manages to frontrun all nodes in the bottom 1 − 𝑚 percentile. If 𝑝 𝑓 is high, the faster nodes would consistently be able
to grab high-value transactions while the slower ones would only
be able to pick low-value ones left out by others. Thus, a high 𝑝 𝑓
would negatively impact some nodes’ revenue.
Analyzing Frontrunning Let 𝑑 be the time advantage offered to
the top 𝑀 fraction of the nodes, 𝑝 is the probability of query being
successful, and 𝐻 be the hash rate of the network.
𝑀 ). {𝑝 }𝑀 > 𝑀𝜆𝑑− 1 (𝑀𝜆𝑑 ) 2
TheoRem 2.1 (LoweR bound of {𝑝 𝑓 }𝑚
𝑓 𝑚
2
𝑀 increases monotonically with
Theorem 2.1 shows that {𝑝 𝑓 }𝑚
increasing the block creation rate 𝜆 when we scale the blockchain
protocol since its lower bound increases monotonically. Although,
it may seem that the lower bound is independent of the bottom
𝑚 percentile selected but this would have been incorporated in 𝑑
since 𝑑 increases as 𝑚 decreases.
Publishing Fairness (𝛼 𝑓 ) quantifies the advantage a node might
have over others in broadcasting a block. If a node is able to propagate its block faster than others, in case of an eventual fork, its
block would have a higher probability of being accepted. Since at
higher throughputs forks become more common [2], faster nodes
would be able to get more blocks accepted while those of slower
nodes would frequently be orphaned. Thus, the slower nodes, would
not be able to even gather the fixed block rewards. Consider two
nodes A and B that mine a block simultaneously. 𝛼 𝑓 quantifies the
advantage of A in terms of publishing a block and claiming the associated reward. It is formally defined in Equation 1. The intuition
behind this definition is that over multiple rounds, this would be
the ratio of their conflicting blocks getting accepted.

𝑃 ( A and B mine a block simultaneously )
B’s block getting accepted
𝑃 ( A and B mine a block simultaneously )

[

∏𝑖−1

𝑗
𝑗
𝑗=0 [(1 − fail(𝜙𝐴 ))(1 − fail(𝜙 𝐵 ))

(2)
𝑗

𝑗

𝑖 ))fail(𝜙 𝑖 )
+ fail(𝜙𝐴 )fail(𝜙 𝐵 )] × (1 − fail(𝜙𝐴
𝐵

]

and fail(𝜙) = (1 − 𝑝)𝜙𝐻

3 FAIRNESS AND STRATEGIC DEVIATIONS
Both the fairness measures deteriorate as with increased throughput due to which, small variations in network access may lead to
the system becoming unfair for the slower nodes. This could certainly impact the profitability of the nodes that earn less since they
still need to pay for the costs associated with mining. Thus, it may
lead to drop in the nodes maintaining the DL since nodes that are
unable to accumulate enough reward to break even the mining
costs might shut down their mining operation or they might adopt
strategic behavior to collect more rewards than that obtained by
following the protocol honestly, either of which would reduce the
security of the blockchain [3].
For analysis, we divide the network into two portions: slow and
fast. The fast nodes can receive messages broadcasted by any node
in the previous round, but the slow nodes have higher communication delays. Each node can choose from the following strategies:
(1) petty: The petty mining strategy described in [1]. Given
two forks, it picks the one which offers a greater reward. It
weakly dominates the default strategy in Bitcoin but it is not
harmful to the security of the blockchain on its own.
(2) minor_undercutting: A node will undercut if the longest
chain’s reward is below a certain threshold. However, it would
leave out a small constant reward as an incentive for the subsequent nodes that pick the block.
(3) major_undercutting(𝜅): Same as minor_undercutting but
it would leave out a significant portion of the reward (𝜅) as
an incentive for the subsequent nodes that pick the block.
To study these strategic deviations at high throughputs, we developed a simulator and made the following observations:
(1) The blockchain system would have been secure against any
strategic deviations if (petty, petty) had been an equilibrium strategy due to lack of publishing fairness.
(2) In all equilibria strategies, all nodes choose major_undercutting.
This would be even worse for the slower nodes in terms of
fairness since they grab an even smaller share of reward as
compared to the strategy where all players act honestly.

A’s block getting accepted

𝛼 𝑓 (𝐴, 𝐵) =

∞
where 𝜓 = ∑𝑖=
1

𝜓
1 −𝜓

Thus, if nodes act rationally not only would security of the blockchain
be adversely affected, the lack of fairness among the rewards received by the slower miners would also be exacerbated.
We request the reader to refer to the full version of this paper
for a more detailed discussion [4].

(1)

Analysis of Publishing Fairness We assume that the execution
happens in “rounds” in which the nodes make 𝑞 queries each to the
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